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ABSTRACT

This study had three purposes which were to examine any differences

between males. and females in making causal attributions, to examine

whether athletesr expectations about a competition affect their

causal attributions following the competition in confirmed or discon-

firmed conditions of success or failure, and to examine any differences

in the expectations of males and females with regard Lo predicting a

win or loss, and predicting point differential for an upcoming game.

Subjectsr expectations regarding an upc.oming basketball game were

obtained using a pre-geme questionnaire, and a post-game questionnaire

was used to obtain information about t.he athletes' causal attributions

following the game. Significant differences vrere found between winners

and Iosers for the locus of causality dimension and the controllability

dimension, between confirmed-expectation and disconfirmed-expectation

subjects for the stabÍlity dimension and the control Iability dimension,

and between males and females for point differential expectations. ft

was concluded that; there is no difference between males and females

in making causal attributions following competition, expectations about

an upcoming competition affect the causal attributions made following

the competition, there is no difference between males and females in

predicting a win or loss for an upcoming competition, and there is a

significant difference between males and females for predicting the

point differential for an upcoming game.
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CHAPTER 1

lntroduction

Attribution theory received attention through the early work of

Heider (i958), Jones and Davis (1965) and KeIly (1967, !97!,1,972)

and has since been applied to many areas of life, from the education-

al settÍng (l,Jeiner, !919 ) to the business world (Orpen, lgBO).

Applications of aLtribution theory have also been used in the sport

setting in a wide variety of activities including basketball (l,e-

febvre, 1979a; Spink, 1978), football (Felson, 19B1), swimmíng (Mor-

ris, Vaccaro & Clarke, 1919), soccer (Nashida, 19Bj_) and tennis

(Ramsbrug, 1,918; Yamamoto, 1983).

One specific area of interest in the sport setting has been

the role of success versus failure in making causal attributions.

Research has examined the reLationship between successlf.ailure out-

comes and attribution of cause to the four traditional elements of

abi-1ity, effort, luck and rask difficulry (Felson, 1981; Iso-

AhoIa, !977i Ramsburg, tgl8) and orher addirional elemenrs (Roberrs

& Pascuzzi, 1"979:, Yamamoto, 1983). Further studies have looked at

success/failure outcomes as they relate to the three causal dimen-

sions of locus of causality, stability and controllability (GilI,

Ruder & Gross, 1982; McAuley & Gross, i983; McAuLey, Russell &

Gross, 1983). Russell (1982), drawing from Weiner's (1979) con-

ceptual definitions, used the following definitions when designing

the items on the causal Dimensj-on scale: ". . . Iocus of causality was



defined as referring to whether the cause was something about the

attributor (internal) or outside the attributer (external), whereas

stability was dàfined as referring to whether the cause l{as con-

stant over time (stable) or variable over time (unstable). For

controllabÍlity, the definition was modified slightly to allow both

interna I and external causal factors to be considered control lable.

A controllable cause was therefore defi.ned as one that could be

changed or affected by someone, either the actor or other peopIe."

(pe. 1138)

Studies examining the expectancy effect of causal attriburions

(Allmer, 1980; Fríeze & I,/einer, t97t; Inagi , Igll; VaIle, 191 5) and

the effects of performance hístory on causal attributlons

(Spint<, I918) have also been undertaken. The relarionship between

athleLes' expectations concerning an upcoming competítion

and attribuLions made following the competition is an interestino

one. Does the expectancy effect explanation accurately

predict causal attributions made based on results of immediate

outcomes, or is there no effect at aIl? Many studies have also

examÍned the effect of gender on causal attributions (BIuckner &

Hershberger, 1983). I^Ihile success, f ailure, and gender, as

determinants of causal attributions, have received much attenlion in

the literature, the effects of confirmed or disconfírmed success or

faiLure on causal attributions is not as v¡eIl documented. Sheedy

(1983) suggested that there are other factors which influence attrib-

butions of outcomes in sport, not just the dichotomies betvreen male

and female, or win and loss.



This study examined the relationship of expectations to the

making of causaL atrributions in varíous condÍtions of success and

failure. Also tb be examined i.s whether or not there is a difference

between males and females in their expectations prior to competition

and in their subsequent attributions.

Need for the Study

"Research in the attributional domain has proven definitively

that causal ascriptions for past performance are an important deter-

minant of goal expectancies. r' (Weiner , 1979, pg. 9) This statement,

which appears in hTeiner's work on the attributional theory of motiva-

tion, expresses v/eIl the need for a study of this nature to be under-

taken. Causal attributions based Largely on past outcomes and

attitudes towards the outcomes have relevance for future behavior.

1t follows that, Ín sport, cognitions or attributions concerning

performance outcome may have implications for future expectations

and future performance outcomes of success or failure.

Research on the relationship between expectations and attribu-

tions has mainly examined the effects that causal attributions for

past performance have on expectatlons for future success. Nashida

(1981) found a lack of clarity between causal attributions and change

of expectancy. McMahon (I973) found supporr for the hypothesis rhar

the relationship between attributions to fixed factors and subsequent

expectancy is positÍve following success and negative following



faiLure; attributions to variable or unstable factors are either

unrelated to subsequent expectancy, or there ís a negative relation-

ship following success and a posjrive relationship following failure

Andrews and Debus (1978), in a study dealing with rhe arrribution

model of achievement motivation, obtained findings that causal

ascriptions influence, and perhaps determine, subsequent achievement

behaviors. Forsyth and MacMillan (1981) reporred findÍngs which

suggested that Íf an outcome u/as successful and attributed to inter-

nal and controllable factors, then future expectations were very

hígh, but if outcome \^ras attributed to external and uncontrollable

factors, future expectations for success \Àrere much lower. 1f the

performance outcome was failure, and if the attributj-ons made were

to external and uncontrollable factors, expectations for future per-

f ormance were very low. Expectati ons f or f uture perf ormance \^rere

higher i f the attribut ions f or a f ai led outcome \^rere made to inter-

nal and controllable factors. ltleíner (7979) reported that "rhe

stability or insrability of the perceived causal factors influences

the expectancy that the outcome of an action might change in the

future." (pS. 11) Weiner also stated that "the primary relation of

the stability dimension is to the magnitude of expectancy change

following success or failure." 
ÍO*.8) 

Other studies concerning

the stability dimension of attribution and expectations for future

success have been done by Frieze and Weiner (I911,), ValIe (I915),

Inagi (7g17), AlImer (1980) and Orpen (i980).

The other part of the att-ribution-expectancy relationship which



has not been as extensively researched is that between prÍor expec-

tations and subsequent attributions. Valle and Frieze (t916) sug-

gested that the ierceived causes of success and failure are related

to the initial expectancy of success of a performance. McMahon

(7913) found that outcomes rhat disconfirm a prior expectancy are

attributed more to unstable factors than to stable factors, while

for confirmed expectancy outcomes the reverse is true. Lau and

Russell (1980) and VaIIe (I915) found thar if performance is con-

sistent with expectations, the outcome is more IikeLy to be attri-

buted to stable factors, while unstable attributions are more Iikely

when performance outcome is not consistent with expectations.

Pyszcznski and Greenberg (1981) provide an explanation of how

prior expectations, actual outcome and causal attributÍons may be

related. when expected events occur, people may be uninterested or

insufficiently motivated to go through the cognitive work necessary

to form an attribution because they have pre-existing causal theories

to explaj-n such events. Following an unexpected event, individuals

engage in more thorough attributional processing, since the event

outcome js in conflict with their preconceived notions, and thus,

they must seek to explain why the unexpected occurred. Pyszcznskí

and Greenberg also note that after an unexpected everrtpeople often

fail to examine aIl information which may be important or relevant

to the outcome because they are relying on their pre-existing

theories.

Hastie (r984) reported that unexpected events elicit causal



reasoning, and that causal reasoning produces relatively elaborate

memory representations of these events so that they are more IikeIy

to be recalled. .Lau and Russell (1980) found thar rhere vrere a

greater number of attributions made after an unexpected event.

Nesdale (1983) found rhat explanation seeking lvas instigated by vio-

lations of personal and situational expectations. These three

studies agree with Pyszcznski and Greenberg's suggestion of pre-

existing causal theories.

Examination of the theories put forth in this sectjon, as well

as of the research reviewed in chapter Tr.¡o of this study, leads the

researcher to make an observation. Although studies have examined

altributions and future expectations fairly extensively, research

dealing with prior expectations and subsequent attributions is meagre

In both areas, studies have concentrated mainly on one area of

causality - the dimension of stability. There has been no study

found by the researcher whích examines prior expectâtions and sub-

sequent attributions in aIl three dimensions of causality - locus

of causaLity, stability and controllability - simultaneously. Such

studies that have utiLízed all three causal dimensions have focused

on the attributions of winners versus losers with no regard to prior

expectations for success or faí1ure. This raises a questíon: rs it

clear-cut, win-loss outcomes which influence the causal attrj.butions

of athletes, or are these attributions altered in some way according

to prior expectations for success or faÍlure?

The relationshíp between expectations and attributions is,



therefore, not well established. And, more important, the implica-

tions of this relationship, whatever its nature, on sport need to be

more closely examined.

This relationship appears to be a circular one. prior expecta-

tions for success or failure influence the causal attributions made

following performance outcome. Tn turn, causal attrj.butions made to

a performance outcome influence future expectations for success and

failure. While t.here is considerable research in the attriburion-

future expectancy part of rhe relationship, the bulk of this research

is in the dimension of stabiliry only, an exception being Forsyth and

MacMilIan (1981) who examined locus of causality and controLlability,

but not stability. Further, the nature of the prior expectation-

causal attribution part of the relationship needs to be more exten-

sively examined in order to further the knowledge of the expectation-

attribution relationship as a whole.

The importance of utilizing all three causal dimensions becomes

apparent if one wishes to examine the implication of the relationship

between expectations and attributions in coaching athletes. For

exampre, in the area of prior expectations it has been found that

individuals who approach tasks with higher expectancy of success

are likely to perform better than those with low expectancy (Dalron,

Maier, & Poscavac, I977; Zajonc & Buckman, 7969; Carron, 1984).

Thus, it would appear that ir is desirable that athletes approach

a competition with the hÍghest possible expectations for success.

However, unexpected outcomes produce unsLable attributions, and in
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cases of fairure, more external and uncontrollable attributions.

AIso, Driedame and corcoran (1978) found that an unexpected win over

a superior opponunt or the unexpected 10ss to an inferior opponent is
attributed to rhe psychological, as opposed ro the physical, aspecrs

of competition. I¡Iith these statements in mÍnd, coaches may need to

temper the making of high expectancies for success with realistic

goal setting and subsequent goal expecrancies (Brooks, 1981; Locke &

Latham' 1985). For most athletes, the goal which is ser is to win.

This is not always a realistic goal, and if it not attained the re-

sult may be a subjecrive assignmenr by the athlete to the failure

condition, and produce corresponding attributlons. rf rearistic

goals are set, an absolute loss may still be considered in a positive

light if certain goal expectancies \^/ere met during the game (eg.

shoot seventy percent from the free throw Iine). This can be the

first step in the prior expectations - causar attributions - future

expectations chain which can be manipulated to producemcrre positive

attributions, and a more posirive attitude toward future expectations

(ScanIon & Passer, L919). That manipularion of artributions can be

effecrive is indicated by Lefebvre (t9lga) who reporred rhaL players

who received an internal atLribution pattern from their coaches in_

creased their internal attributions for success over the season.

spink (1982) also described how an atrributionar approach, rhe mani-

pulation of the antecedents and consequences of causal attributions,

might be used to structure motivation to improve performance success.

Changing the expectations for success to ones which are more realistic
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can produce' perhapsr better performance, more positive attributions

and, possibly, higher future expectations.

Research Iiteïature is divided as to the effecr of gender on the

making of causal atrriburions. Research by sheedy ( 1983 ) , Gill ( 19go)

and Lefebvre (1979b) found no significant difference between male

and female attributional scores. Other researchers, such as I{einberg

et al (1982), GiIl et aI (1984) and Carron (1984), reporred differences

in the \¡tay maLes and females attribute causes of performance following

success and failure. I^lhile these sources are by no means exhaustive,

they do point out the need for futher study in this area.

Also of interest to the researcher is whether gender affects the

expectations made prior to competition. There is much research which

suggests that this is, indeed, true . Sanguinetti, Lee and NeIson

(1985) reported that, in general, studies show that females tend to

have lower expectancies of success than males. weinberg, Richardson,

Jackson and Yukelson (1983) and Auvergne (1983) also reporred this

finding, while Gill et al (1984) reported that males are more Iikely

to predict a win in competition than are females. other studies have

found no difference between male and female expectations (scanlon &

Passer, 1979; Andrews & Debus, 1978). Thus, one again sees the need

for further study to shed light on this possible relationship.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of thj.s srudy is rhreefold First, the study
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examines whether there are any dífferences between the causal attri-

butions made by males and females. Second, the study examines

whether athletes''expectations about a competition affect their causal

attributions made following the competition, in either confirmed or

disconfirmed condÍtions of success or failure. Third, the study

examines any differences in the expectations made by males and females

which may exist with regard to predicting a win or loss for an up-

coming game, and predicting the point differential in the game.

Hypothe se s

The hypotheses Èested in this study vrere:

A. Locus of Causality scores.

1. There will be a s'ignificant difference between
winners and losers.

2. There will be no significant difference between:
a. confirmed-expecLation and disconfirmed-

expectation conditions.
b. males and females.

B. Stability scores.

3. There wiIl be a significant difference between:
a. winners and losers.
b. confirmed-expectation and disconfirmed-

expectation conditions.

4. There will be no significant difference bet\^reen
males and females.

C. Controllability scores.

5. There will be no significant difference between:
a. winners and losers.
b. confirmed-expectation and disconfirmed-

expectat ion condit ions
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c. males and females.

D. Expectation scores.

6. There will be a significant difference between
males and females for:

a. win/ loss expectations.
b. point differentiaL expectations.

Delimitations

For the purpose of rhis study the following delimitations were

in effect:

1. There \das no dÍfferentiation of the characteristics of the

subjects beyond the characteristic of sex. Characteristics

such as age, height, weight, intelligence, personality'

socio-economic status, playing position and skill \¡7ere not

differentiated.

2. There was no coding or classification of the factors given

by the athletes on the questionnaire.

Definition of Terms

Confirmed Expectation. A confirmed expectation refers to the

condition in which the athlete indicates on the post-game question-

naire that the game met his/her expectations. This may produce a

confirmed-win condition or a confirmed-loss condition.

Disconfirmed Expectation. A disconfirmed expectation refers to

the condition in which the athlete indicates on the post-game ques-

tionnaire lhat the game did not meet his/her expectations. This
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may produce a disconfirmed-wj.n condition or a disconfirmed-loss

cond i t ion.



CHAPTER 2

Review of Related Literature

Much of the framework of attribution theory has been developed

by the formulation of three viewpoints of attribution (Shaver, !915).

In early work, Heider (1958) identified the ways in which the behavior

of others may be interpreted. The behavior may have been caused by

situational factors, the behavior may have occurred by "chance", or

the behavior may have been caused by the personal disposition of the

actor. A second point of view suggested by Jones and Davis (1965)

examined attribution in Lerms of avaiLable choices for actÍon, and

the desirability of the unique effects or outcomes of those choices.

Jones and Davis theorized that the reason for a personts behavior

could be interpreted by looking ar the choices availabLe to the per-

son, and at the course of action the person actually takes. The

rhird viewpoinr, rhar of KelI"y (!961, L971,,1912), proposed a rhree

dimensional model for attributions comprised of entities, persons

and time/modality. KelIey theorized that variation along a dimension

vrould lead to attribution of a cause along that dimension.

Later attribution theory research produced a motivational, or

self-serving, explanation of attribution (Zuckerman, 1,979). This

explanation focused on a tendency tovrard self-enhancement in making

atrributions for success, and, alternately, toward self*protection in

cases of failure (Miller & Ross, L915). In sport settings, however,
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it has been found that the self-enhancement, or self-serving attri-

butions may be overpo\^rered by situationally-demanded at.tribut j_ons;

that is, in sport'sertings attributions do not always adhere to rhe

principles of the motivarional hypothesis ( scanlon & passer, 19go;

Mark, Mutrie, Brooks & Harris, 1984).

causal attri-butions in sport encompass the traditional four

elements of ability, effort, Iuck and rask difficulry developed by

I^leiner, Frieze, Kuk1a, Reed, Rest & Rosenbaum ( 1971) . These elemenr

\^lere arranged in internal/external and stable/unstable dimensions.

Additional elements found to be used as causal attributions in sport

such as practice, coaching, officiaring, teamwork and other factors

v/ere reported by Roberts and Pascuzzí (1979). yamamoro (1993), in a

study of intercollegiate tennis players, extracted thirteen artribu-

tional factors for winners and fourteen factors for losers, while

carron ( 1984) reported a srudy in which athler,es indicared r\^/enty-

five attributional factors. The causal attribution elements can

be classified along three dimensions of causality - rocus of

causality, stability and controLlability - and can be measured

by the CausaL Dimenslon Scale developed by Russell (lgB2).

studies by Gi11 et al (1982), Roberrs and pascuzzi (1979), and

Rejeski and Brawley (1983) suggesr that, particularily for research

on attributions in team sports, research should deal with the causal

dimensions of locus of causality, stabi lity and controllability

rather than with the four traditÍonal elements of luck, ability,

erfort, and task difficulty. The reasoning for this recommendation
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is clear when one consj-ders the vast range of attribution factors

indicated by arhletes.

The causal dimension most often dealt wirh in the reviewed

literaLure on success/failure outcomes is the locus of causality

dimension, or the internal/external nature of causal attributions.

Evider¡ce exists to suggest that success is attributed internally to

such factors as ability and effort, while failure is attributed

externalry to such factors as luck and rask difficulty (AIImer, r97B;

Bukowski & Moore, 1980; Lefebvre, 1,919a; Forsyth & schenker, t977;

Weinberg et al, 1982). Some studies have reported, however, thal

there is no difference in locus of causariry atrributions made by

winners and losers (Mark er al, IgB4; Iso_AhoIa, tg71).

The controlrabirity dimension has nor been dealt with exclu_

siveLy as extensively as the other two dimensions, appearing mostly

as a byproduct of research examining some other area. rn a study by

McAuley et al (1983) it was found thar the controllability dimension

was the mosr influential Ín determining affective responses to the

making of atrributions. pancer (1980) found that failure of an im_

portant test \^ras aLtributed more to controrlable factors, and less to

uncontrollable factors, than failure of an unimportant test. studies

which have examined controllability in conjunction with the other

two dimensions have reported conflicting results, with some finding

that the conrrollability dimension is affected by success/failure

outcomes (citr et al, 1982; McAuIey & Gross, 1gg3), and some finding

that controllabilir.y is nor affecred (Mark er a1, 19g4). Forsyth
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and MacMillan (1981) found support that the controllability dimension

does have an effect on the changing of future levels of expectancy.

Findings in the stabiliry dimension show that winners make more

stable atLributions than losers, but there is a tendency toward

unstable attributions for both groups (Ciif et al, t982; McAuley &

Gross, 1983).

A summary of the research on the effect of success and failure

on the making of causal attributions suggests that winners' attribu-

tions are more internal, stable and controllable t.han those of losers,

but attrÍbutions for both winners and losers are predominantly inter-

naI, unstable and controllable.

The stability dimension is of particular interest to the

researcher in thal ir has been found to be the major consideration in

forming expectations of future success or failure, and in making

causal attributions following immediate outcomes (Fierze & \,Jeiner,

197 1i Inagi, I91 1; Valle, 1975; I,Ieiner, t91 9). Success or f ailure

which is attributed to stable factors produces expectations to

respectively, succeed or fail in the future. Success or failure which

is attributed to unstable factors leads to increased expecLations

that, respectively, the alternate outcome wiIl occur in the future (Orpen,

1980). Inagi (tgll ) found that if failure was attribured to srable

causes, expectations were high towards failure again, but íf failure

was attributed to unstable factors, there was an increased expect-

ancy to do well in the future. lnagi also reported that when repeated

failure üias exPerienced there was an increased tendency to attribute

to stable factors. In addirion to these findings, McMahon (rg73)
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found rhat in some cases when attributions were made to variable or

unstable causes, there t*ras no relationship betr.reen the artributions

and subsequent ex.pectancy. rt has also been found rhat a repeared

outcome (success or failure) leads to more stable attributions for

the outcome (ALImer, 1980). Anorher characteristic of the expecr-

ancy effecc on attributions deals wirh the consistency between

expectations and actual outcome. If performance is consÍstent r,¡ith

expectations, the outcome is more likeIy to be artributed to stable

factors; if performance is not consistent with expectations, unstable

attributions resulr (Lau & Russell, 1980; valle, 1975). Arrriburions

made to unstable causes lead to predictions Iess like the immedÍately

preceding performance, and more like the initial expectation.

(valle, t915).

The stability of causal arrributions can also be related to

of performance expec-performance history, which is one determinant

tations. rf performance outcome is consistent wirh performance

history, stable attributions are made; if performance outcome is not

consistent with performance history, attribution is made to unstable

causes (spink, 1978). Thus, it can be suggested that performance

history (eg. win more than lose) may lead to certain expectations for

future performance (we wilI win) that are eirher attributed to stable

causes (in the case of a win), or unstable causes (in the case of a

loss), depending on the consistency of the performance outcome wich

performance history. I^Ihen an outcome is consistent with expectations

there is a greater attribution to internal factors, while a discon-

firmed outcome produces more external attributions (Nesdale, 1983).
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The results of the research to date as reviewed in this paper

leave many questions unansvTered and issues unresolved. First, there

is a discrepancy b"t*""r, research that finds that success is attri-

buted internally and failure externally, and research that finds that

both wÍnners and Iosers make predominantly internal attributions.

second, there is a discrepancy between research that suggests that

performance outcome that is consistent vrith expectatÍons and/or

performance history is attributed to stable causes, and research that

finds that both winners and losers make predominantly unstable attri-

butions. Third, is there a dif f erence betr¡leen the attributions

along the controllability dimension made by successful and unsuc-

cessful athletes, or do both groups make attributions that are pre-

dominantly controllable? Fourth, if there is indeed a relationship

beLween expectations and causal attributions for immediate outcomes,

what is the exact nature of the relationship? For example, do prior

expectations interfere with, enhance, or have no effect on the attri-

butions of winners and losers? Finally, does the gender of the ath-

Iete affect either the expectations or attributions which are made?

Future research should attempt to further explore these ques-

tions, and resolve the discrepancies which exist in the present

research in order to add to the body of knowledge and evidence con-

cerning these areas of concern. rn particular, research shourd

undertake to examine the entire prior expectations - causal attribu-

tions - future expectations relationship as Ít relates to all three

causal dimensions as weII as its implications for coaching athletes.



CHAPTER 3

Methods and Procedures

Subjects

subjects for this study were high school varsity athletes from

teams particÍpating in the Manitoba High School Athletic Association

Provincial'AAA' Basketball Championships. There \.rere one hundred and

thirty-three subjects - sixty-seven females and sixty-six males. Sub-

jects vTere recruited with the permission of the team coaches, and

participation was voluntary. Requests for participation were made

verbally to each coach by the researcher. subject assignment to a

condition (confirmed-win, confirmed-loss, discomfirmed-win, disconfirmed-

Loss) was made on the basis of the outcome of the game related to the

athletes' prior expectations and their assessment of whether the game

met their exp,:clations. sub jects \,rere f urther assigned according to

their gender, which resulted in eight possible c.onditions (male-confirmed-

win, f.emale-confjrmed-win, male-disconfirmed-wín, female-disconfirmed-

win, male-conf irmed-loss, femaie-conf irmed-Ioss, male-disconf Írmed-

loss, female-disconf irmed-loss ) .

Instrumentation

The Causal Dimension ScaIe, developed by RusseII (lgS2), was used

to measure r-he locus of c¿usaIity, stability and controltability of the

subjects' responsss (Appendix A). The scale was used to enable the
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athLete to huve more ínput into assessing causal artributions in terms

of causal dimensions (Russell, L')82; McAuIey, i985). The scale con-

sists of three questions for each of thc three causaì dimensions for

a total cf nine questi,¡ns. Each questi.on has a ratiìlg scale from one

to nine so that a minimum score for a dimensíon is three, a::d a maxi-

mum score for a dímensi<'n is t\,renty-seven for each respondent. Items

on the questionnaire al:e grouped as follows: numbers one, five and

seven measure locus of causality (rnternal/ex¡ernaI); nunlbc'rs three,

six and eíght measure stability; and numbers tr./o, four and nine measure

controllability. A hì.gh numerical value (represented by the additive

scores from the three questions) for each dimension would indicate

high attribution for, respectively, internal, stable and controllable

causes. Conversely, a Iow numerical value would indicate hlgh attribu-

tion for, respectively, external, unstable and uncontrolLable causes.

Data Col Lection

Data \^/as collected only during the first round of the provincial

championships. This was an important consideratÍon since the import-

ance, or saliency, of the game may affect the causal attributions made

by the participants. Miller (L976) found that the more valid and

important the test undertaken, the more pronounced was the effect of

outcome on the subjects' attributions, the effect being that individuals

assumed more personal responsibÍlity for success than for fallure.

The seriousness of the effort with which the players undert.ake to

complete the questionnaÍre may also be affected by how ímportant they
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consider the game to be. Pancer (1980) found that failure of an

important test \^Ias attributed more to Iack of effort (controliabie)

and Less to lack.of ability (unconrrollable) than failure of an

unimportant test. The point in the season at which the questionnaire

is admlnistered may also have an affect on the attribulions of the

athletes. This may be related to such factors as amount of preparation

(early versus Iate season) and the importance of the game (exhibition

versus regular season versus playoffs). For example, spink (I978) and

Nesdale (1983) found that attributions to internal factors increased

from regurar season to pLayoffs. rmportance of the game and point in

the season is assumed to be uniform for aLI teams in this studv.

There were four sites for competition and all the games took

place on the same evening. The researcher enlisted the aid of three

helpers, each of whom was provided with identical written instructions

to be given to the teams when the questionnaires were distributed and

collected. Instructions and collection procedur:es were uniform for

al1 teams.

Prior to the beginníng of data collection the researcher met

with each team to provide informati.on and instructions regarding the

pre- and post-game questionnaires. fnformation about the confídential-

ity of the study was given, and the need for honest and reallsti.c

responses was stressed. Instructions concerning the pre- and post-

game questionnaires \^rere formally detailed, r^/ith attention paid to

each part of both questionnaires. A copy of the information and

instructions given to each team is contained ín Appendix B, and was
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the same for all teams. The same set of instructÍons was used at the

initial meeting and at the game site.

Pre-Game QutJstionnaire. Prior to the game each athlete was given

a pre-game questionnaire (Appendix c) and an envelope. Each athlete

then recorded what he/she believed would be the expected outcome of the

game (win or loss), and the expected point differential in the game

(l-5, 6-tO, l1-15, 16-20, more than 2O points). The arhlere rhen

placed Lhe completed questionnaire in the envelope, sealed it, and

returned the envelope to the researcher or assistant.

Post-Game Questionnaire. Following the competition, each athlete

recelved a post-game questionnaire (Appendix D) and an envelope. The

first question asked the athlete "Did the game meet your expectations?"

The athlete responded either yes or no, and there \,ras a space for the

athlete to give an explanatíon. Thls question was included so as to

ascertain whether or not the athlete felt his/her expectations were

confirmed or disconfirmed as opposed to having the researclrer subject-

ively determine if expectations were confirmed or disconfirmed.

The second question required the athlete to give what he or she

felt was the most important determining factor in the game. The

question asked "lnlhat one factor do you feel contributed most to the

outcome of the game?

The third portion of the post-game questÍonnaire contained the

CausaI Dimension Scale. The athlete. vlas asked to complete the scale

according to the following instructions: "Think about the factor you

have written above. The items below concern your impressions or
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opinions of this cause of your outcome.

the following scales."

Circle one number for each of

The fourth question asked the athlete to indicate if he or she

was a starter in the game. Also, if the athlete was not a starter,

he/she indicated if they played at aLl during the game.

The final portion of the post-game questionnaire asked the athlete

to indÍcate to what extent the four traditional elements of attribution

- ability, skiII, luck and task dÍfficuLty - played a role in the

outcome of the game.

I^lhen the athlete completed the post-game questionnaire he/she

placed the questionnaire in the envelope, sealed it, and returned the

envelope to the researcher or assistant. The individual envelopes

were then placed into a larger envelope on which the score of the game

and the teamrs name was recorded. The pre-game questionnaires were

already in the larger envelope. This procedure ensured that both

parts of the study, for each team, \.vere kept together.

Subjects urere instructed to mark both parts of the questionnaire

(pre- and post-game) with some kind of identifying symbol - one

suggestion was to mark down their uniform number. This ensured that

both parts of the questionnaire were completed by each athlete, and

also allowed the researcher to examine each athlete's evaluation of the

outcome of the game in relation to their prior expectations.

The subjects \^/ere assured prior to the collection of data that

all responses would remain confidential, and respondents vrouLd remain

anonymous. Any athlete who was uncomfortable about putting a
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uniform number on the questionnaires could use any identification

symbol of his/her choosing. The distrÍbution and collection procedures

were designed to ensure that alI teams received uniform treatment, and

that respondents were assured that their responses would remain

conf ident.ial and anonymous

Data Analysis

Following the collection of the data a limitation became apparent

as t.o what data could be included in the statistical analysis. Data

involving the starter versus non-startirg player versus non-player

I^tas not included in the data analysis because the inclusion of a fourth

variable in the multifactorial analysis would have resulted in cell

samples too small to adequately analyze.

The remaining data coI lected in this study r¡ras ana lyzed f or dif f er -

ences in the following manner:

1. A 2 X 2 X 2 multifactorial analysís of variance was

performed to test for differences in Hypotheses 1,

2 (a & b), 3 (a & b), 4, and 5 (a, b & c). The facrors

used in the analysis were sex (male/female), outcome

(win/loss ), and expectation (confirmed/disconfirmed) .

The data was analyzed using a SAS General Linear Models

procedure. The leveI of signif icance \^¡as set at p ( .05.

2. A Newman-Keuls Post-Hoc test \^ras perf ormed on any test

which showed a significant F vaLue where p (.0S. 
The

Ievel of significance for the Post-Hoc test was set at
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p ( 'os'

3. A Pearson ChÍ-Square statistic was performed to test for

differences in Hypothesis 6 (a & b). The data was

analyzed using a SAS Frequency procedure. The level of

signif icance \^ras set at p 4.95.

4. The data involving Weiner's traditional elements of

attribution was analyzed according to the procedures

outlined in data analysis steps one and two.



CHAPTER 4

Results and Discussion

Tabre 1 presents the analysÍs of the locus of causality scores,

and shows that there is an outcome main effect (p=.OZOf) and a sexf

expectation interactive effect (p=.0087). A Newman_KeuIs post_Hoc test

was performed to determine which of the four groups in the sex/expect-

ation analysis were significantly different. The results of the posr-

hoc, summarized in Table 2, show a significant difference between

female-confirmed and female-disconfirmed groups (F=2.73), between

female-confirmed and male-confirmed groups (F=3.71), and between male-

confirmed and male-disconfirmed groups (r=2.63) where F(.o5, 3,v)=2.60.

An examination of the mean scores for the various groups in the

2 x 2 X 2 procedure (Appendix E) indicares rhat: winners (r6.55) were

significantly more internal than losers (r4.os); female-confÍrmed

subjects (f6.84) T¡tere significantly more internal than female-disconfirmed

sub jects ( 14.28) , as r¡rell as signif icantly more internal than male-

confirmed subjecrs (13.30); and male-confirmed subjecrs (13.30) were

significantly less internal than maLe-disconfirmed subjecrs (15.69).

There \^¡ere no other significant differences for any groups in the Iocus

of causality dimension.

Table 3 presents an anatysis of the stability scores, and shows

that there is an expecration main effect (p=.0081). An examination of

ihe mean scores for the groups in the 2 x z x 2 analysis (Appendix E)



Table 1

Summary of Ana lysis
Locus of Causa I Í ty

of Variance
Dimension

S ource DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Mode I

Erro r
Corrected Tota I

7

125

r32

43r.81o37514 67.69576788

36r4.94165494 28.9t953324

4046 .81 203008

':.2.13

Sou rce DF Sum of Squares F Va Lue p Value

Sex
Expe c t
Sex / Expec t
Outcome
Sex /Ou t come
Expect/Outcome
Sex/Expecl/0utcome

3 1 . 52663885
0. 23414300

205.65280665
1,46.62083398
13.3338t225

1 .2466091 5

33.25553066

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 .09
0.01

':r7 .7 7

'k5.07
o. 46
0.04
1.1)

o .2985
o.9284

t.0. o0B 7
-i.o. 02 61
0.4984
0.8359
o.2856

''. Significanr a[ .05 IeveI
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Table 2

Summary of Newman-KeuIs Post-Hoc Test
Sex/Expectation Groups

Locus of Causa I i ty Dimension

S-
I

sz s.
J

r.o4

S,
4

l.r4

1.59

.tz.oJ

st

sz

e
J

q
4

-j. Significant at .05 Ievel

S, FemaIe-confirmed

SZ Female-di sconfirmed

t3 Male-confirmed

S¿ Ma le-di sconfi rmed
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Table 3

Summary of Analysis of Variance
Stability Dimension

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Mode I
Error
Corrected Total

7

r25

r32

637.96t72852

4711.28639118

5403.24812030

90.28024693 ':.2.37

38 . 17 029t13

S ource DF Sum of Squares F Va lue p Value

Sex
Expec t
Sex/Expect
Outcome
Sex/ouccome
Expect /0utcome
Sex/Expect/Outcome

50.65200994
21 6 .1813941 4

18.97983986
136 .5237 4520

54 . 5692661 0
77.86347932
L] . t860527 5

1

1

1

1

1

1

T

1 .33
':.1 .24
0. 50
3.58
1.43
2.o4
0. 45

o.2515
'ko . 0081
0.4820
0. 0609
o.2341,
0. 1 557
o. 503 5

'k SÍgnificanr ar.05 level
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shows that confirmed-expectarion subjects (15.43) had signifícantly

more stable attributions than did disconfirmed-expectation subjects

(i2.78). There weLe no orher significant differences for any groups

in the stability dimension.

Table 4 presents the analysis of the controllability scores, and

shows that there is an expectation main effect (p=.OOO1), an outcome

main effect (p=.00O1), and a sex/expectation/ourcome interactive

ef f ect (p=.0151 ) . A Newman-Keuls Post-Hoc test r^¡as perf ormed to

determine which of the eight groups in the sex/expectation/outcome

analysis were significantly different. A summary of the results of the

post-hoc test is given in TabIe 5 and shows fourteen significant

relationships. Examination of the mean scores for the groups in the

2 x 2 X 2 procedure (Appendix E) shows that: confirmed-expectation

subjects(f9.58) na¿ significantly more controllable attributions rhan

did disconfirmed-expecrarion subjects (15.41); winners (2o.96) were

significantly higher for the controllability dimension than were losers

(13.31); and, in ascending order from Ieast controllable to most

controllable attributional scores, the sex/expectation/outcome groups

were female/confirmed/loss (10.90), male/disconfirmed/Ioss (11.95),

female/disconfirmed/loss (15.1O), maLe/confirmed/loss (15.38), female/

disconfirmed/win (I7.15), male/disconfirmed/win (19.18), ma

win (2L.84), and female/confirmed/wín (22.36). There

the control

in which the

le/confirmed/

no other

ty dimension.

and female

The table

significant differences for any groups in

Table 6 gives a summary of the data

subjects were asked if the game wouLd be

were

LabÍlí

male

a win or a loss.
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Summary of Ana
Control Iabi

Table 4

Iysis of Variance
Iiry Dimension

S ource DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Mode I

Error
Corrected Tota I

l
. 

^cIZ)

t32

2336 .461 7 86r1

3188.4645/-+412

5524.93233083

333.7811123 '!13.09
25.5071164

Source DF Sum of Squares F Value p VaLue

Sex
Expec t
S ex/ Expe c t
Outcome
Sex/outcome
Expect/Outcome
Sex/Expec L /0utcome

78 .46037 244
560.46616166
13.873ó3468

1481.46279i71
2.891 08476

98.56375511
154 .1 4997 51 1

0. 3966

''.0. 000l
o .4622

-:.0. 0001
0. 7369
o. 051 5

'.0.0 1 5 1

o.7 2
-:,21 .97

0. 54

'.58.31
0.11
3 .86

^b.u/

t'Significant at O5 leve i
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Table 5

Summary of Ne¡,¡man-Keuls Post-Hoc Test
Sex/Expectation/Outcome GrouPs

Controllability Dimension

S, e"z

''.8.36 'k3.06

-;.5.3o

sg S,
4

c
)

-;.5.00 -:'3 .2-7

'.3 .36 'k5. 10

r .94 0. 20

I -)
T.IJ

S-
h

c Sg

-:,1 .99 o.77 -^-6.04

O. 38 ':,7 .59 -:,2 .32

-:,4.92':.2.29 -:,2.97

':.2.99 ':,4.23 i.04

':,4.72 'k2.50 ':,2.71

'x7 .22 1.95

':'5 - 21

c"1

s2

S^
J

c
4

ì)-)

S-
b

sz

ö

" Significant at .05 level

c
"l
sz
q

J

S,
4

ss

S.
t)

S,
q
"8

Fema Ie-conf i rmed- Ioss

Fema le-conf i rmed-wí n

Fema le-di sconf i rmed- Ios s

Fema I e- d i scon f i rme d-w i n

MaIe-confirmed-loss

Ma le-conf imred-wi n

Ma ie-d i sconf i rmed- los s

Ma le-di sconf i rmed-wi n
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Summary of

Tab1e 6

Data f or Choos ing I^Iin/Los s

irTin

Loss

Tota I

Fema Ie

64

3

6l

Ma 1e

64

2

66

Predict ing a \^lin

Frequency
(observed )

Frequency
( expected )

Fema I e

64

64. ¿+8

Male

64

63 .52

x2=0. OO7 *'(.0r, 1)=3.84

Predicting a Loss

Frequency
(observed)

Frequency
(expected)

Fema I e

I
J

2 .52

MaIe

¿

2 .48

x2=0. L 8 *2 ( .os, 1 )=3 .84
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includes, for each sex, the observed frequency of predicting a win,

the expected frequency of predicting a win, the observed frequency of

predicting a loss,.and the expected frequency of predicting a loss. A

Pearson chi-square statistic comparison of the data shows no significant

difference between females and males for the likelihood of predicting

a win (xZ=O.007), or for the likelihood of predicting a loss (*2=0.18),

where *2(.0s, 1)=3.84.

Table 7 gives a summary of the data in which the male and female

subjects were asked what the point differential in the game would be.

The table includes, for each sex and for each point interval, the

observed frequency of choosing the interval, the expected frequency of

choosing the interval, the deviation of the observed frequency from the

expected frequency, the critical value of chi-square for each cell, and

percentage of total, row and column. A chí-square analysis for homo-

genity of proportions of the data shows that there is a significant

difference between males and females for the choosing of game poÍnt

differentÍal intervals (p=.0003). A Pearson chi-square statistic

comparison of female and male frequencies for each point differentiaL

interval indicates females (n=ZZ) have a significantly higher frequency

of choosing the Lowest point differentiaL interval (1-5 points) than

do males (n=8) 1x2=0.:¡, and males (n=11) have a significanrly higher

frequency of choosing the highest point differential interval (more

than 20 points) than do females (n=1) (x2=g.5), wher" *2(.05, 1)=3.84.

There \^rere no significant differences between males and. females for

point intervals 6-10 points, 11-l-5 points, and 76-20 points. Figure 1,
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Table 7

Summary of Data for Point DifferentiaL Intervals
Sex by Code

SEX CODE

Frequency
Exp ec t ed
Devi a t ion
Cell Chi2

Pe rcen t
Row Pct
Col Pct i

__________L

Fema I e

2t3 5 Total

22
15.1
6.9
J.l

t6 .54
32.84
13.33

26
21.2
4.8
1.1

19.55
38.81
6i.90

20. 8
-4.8

1.1
72.03
24.24
38.10

72
15.1
-3.1
0.6

9.02
I7.91
40. oo

6

9.6
-3.6
1.3

4.)t
8.96

31.58

L

6.0
-5.0

4.2
0.75
r .49
B .33

61

50.38

66

49.62

________l__
-------J- -------{

14.9
-6.9

J.Z
6.02

72.12
26.67

18
74.9
3.1
0.7

13.53
27 .27
60. 00

13
o/,
3.6
1.4

o -7-7

79.70
68.42

11
6.0
5.0

8.21
16 .67
9r.67

Total 30 42 30 t9 12 133
22 .56 3 1 . 58 22 .56 74.29 9 .O2 1 00 . 00

StatistÍcs for 2-I^lay Table

Chi-S quare 2I .O2O DF=4 PR0B=0.0003-;'

'\- Signif icant at .05 IeveI

Code 1 L-5 points
Code 2 6-10 points
Code 3 11-15 points

Code 4 L6-2O points
Code 5 20+ points
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1

2

3

4
5

i""'¡ ""'i
J

Point Differential Inrerval Frequencies,
Comparison, Fema les versus Ma Ies

lnrerval
Inrerval
Inre rva I
lncerval
Incerval

1-5 points
6-10 poincs
1 1-15 points
16-20 points
20 + points

Figure 1.

'lt
:"--' - ""'i ccol

)

Side-by-Side 1111
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which is a side-by-side comparison of male and female frequencies, more

clearly indicates the differences between males and females Ín choosing

point dif f erential' interva,ls.

Analysis of the data concerning the four traditional elements of

attributÍon (abiLity, effort, task difficulty and luck) produces the

following results. Table 8 presents the analysis of rhe ability variable

data, and shows a sex main effect (p=.OOfZ), an expectation main effect

(p=.OOO9), and an outcome main effect (p=.OOO1). Examinarion of the

mean scores for the groups in the 2 X 2 X 2 procedure (AppendÍx E)

shows that: females (3. B4) were significantly higher than males (3. izr¡ t

confirmed-expectation subjects (3.91) were significantly higher than

disconfirmed-expectation subjects (3.09); and winners (4.06) were

significantly higher rhan losers (2.82).

TabIe 9 presents the analysis of the effort variable data, and

shows an expectation main effect (p=.0037), and an outcome main effect

(p=.0001). Examination of the mean scores for the groups in the

2 x 2 X 2 procedure (Appendix E) shows that: confirmed-expecration

subjects (3.94) were significantly higher than disconfirmed-expectation

subjects (3.16); and winners (4.18) were significanrly higher rhan

losers (2.19) .

TabIe 10 presents the analysis of rhe task difficulty variable

data, and shows a sex main effect (p=.0:Ot), an outcome main effect

(p=.0276), and a sex/ourcome inreracrive effect (p=.037O). A Nev¡man-

Keuls Post-Hoc test \^/as performed to determine which of the four

sex/outcome groups rnrere significantly different. The results of the
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Table 8

Summary of Analysis of Variance
Ability Variable

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Mode I
Error
Corrected Total

81.87118431

185.36189840

261.23308271

17.69588347

r .482895t9

1

125

132

7 .89

Source DF Sum of Squares F Value p Value

Sex
Expect
Sex/Expect
0utcome
Sex /Outcome
Expect /0utcome
Sex /Expec t /Out come

16.26632558
11 .126301"52
4.03851 042

39.51 287129
0.8821 2950
0.39638082
3.64865917

I
1

1

1

1

l

1

10.97
11 . 55

, 11

26.65
0. 59
o.27
2 .46

'k0 .0012
''r0.0009

0.1014
*0.0001

o .4420
0.6061
0. 1193

'\- Significant at .05 level
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Table 9

Summary of Analysis of Variance
Effort Variable

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Mode I
Error
Corrected Total

82.72102382

242.90r53251

325.O2255639

tI .73157 483 ),6 .O4

1.94321266

l
125

r32

Source DF Sum of Squares F Value p Va1ue

Sex
Exp ec t
Sex/Expect
Outcome
Sex/Outcome
Expec t /0utcome
Sex/Expect /0utcome

6 .52527 0L0
1 7 .01 993029
7.82639504

51,.66848562
o .5021 5r9r
1 . 9811,6466
2 .591 02620

1

1

1

1

I
7

L

3.36
8.76
0. 94

26 .59
o.26
7.02
7.34

0.0693
'r0.003 7

o.3342
'r0.0001

0. ó119
o.3t46
o.2499

'? Significant at .05 level
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Table 10

Summary of Analysis of Variance
Task Difficulry Variable

S ource DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Mode I
Error
Corrected Total

25.64352291

185.03316882

2LO .67 66977 3

3.66336042

1.48076535

1

725

732

':11 /,1

Source DF Sum of Squares F Value p Value

Sex
Expect
Sex/Expect
Outcome
Sex /Outcome
Expec t /0ut come
Sex/Expect /Outcome

7.72467907
r.68733926
1 .7 5336323
1 .35585696
6 .57 6697 5t
1.13439090
0. 0111,9599

1

t
1

1

1

1

1

4. 81
t,74
1.18
4.97
4.44
o .71
0. 01

r.O . 03 01
o.2811
o.2785

¿,O .O2l6
'r0.0370
0.3830
o.9308

'k Significant at .05 level
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post-hoc test are presented in Table 11, which shows a significant

difference between the female-loss and male-loss groups (r=4.64),

between the femalê-win and maLe-loss groups (F=4.59), and berween the

male-Ioss and male-win groups (F=4.59), where F(.05, 3, )=2.60. An

examination of the mean scores for the groups in the 2 x 2 X 2 analysis (np-

pendix E) indicates that: females (3.45) were significantly higher rhan

males (2.98); winners (3.44) were signif icantly higher than Ioser's (2.95);

and, in ascending order, male-loss subjects (2.43) were lower than

f emale-win and male-win sub jects (botn at 3.44) , which in turn, T¡¡ere

lower than female-loss subjects (3.45).

Table 12 presents the analysis of the luck variable data, and

shows a sex main effect (p=.OO:Z), an expectation main effect (p=.0149),

and an outcome main effect (p=.0239). Examination of the mean scores for the

groups in the 2 X 2 X 2 procedure (Appendíx n) indicates rhar: maLes (3.05)

were significantly higher than females (2.37); disconfirmed-expectation

subjects (3.0:) were significantly higher than confirmed-expectation

subjects (2.37); and losers (3.07) were significanrly higher r.han

winners (2.40).

Discussion

Gender Results

Attributions. As was expected, there \^ras no sex main effect for

any of the three dimensions. This finding agrees with studies by

sheedy (I983) and Lefebvre (1979b), and with the lirerature reporred

by Bluckner and Hershberger (1983), in whÍch there were no significant
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Table 1 L

Summary of Nern¡man-Keuls Post-Hoc Test
Sex/Outcome Groups

Task Difficulty VariabLe

s1 s2 s3 s4

0. 05 t,4.64 0. 05

-:,4.59 O. 0o

;r4.59

s1

S2

s3

Sr.

* Significant at .05 level

S1 Female-Loss

S2 Female-l,Iin

S3 MaIe-Loss

S 4 Ma I e-l^Ii n
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TabIe 1-2

Summary of Analysis of Variance
Luck Variable

Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square

Mode I
Er ror
Corrected Total

45.30503833 6.47214833

214.25887744 r.77407097

259.56390977

7

r25

732

'k3 . 78

Sourc e DF Sum of Squares F Value p Value

Sex
Expec t
Sex /Expec t
0utcome
Sex /Out come
Expect /0utcome
Sex/Expect /0ut.come

r5.02863162
1 0 . 45588283
1,.23624560
8.9596i035
2.O5735781
o.97620573
6 .591_ 10500

1

1.

1.

I
1

1.

1

8 .11
6.10
o.72
5.23
1,.20
0.57
3.8s

)k0 . o03 7

'ko . 01 49
o.397 4

'k0 . 023 9
o.27 54
0. 4519
0.o521

:. Significant at .O5 level
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differences between males and females on attribution scores.

There was, however, a gender interactive effect for two of the

causal dimensions. There vras a sex/expectation interactive effect for

the locus of causalíty dimension, and a sex/expectation/outcome

interactive effect for the controllability dimension.

Signi.ficant differences in the locus of causality dimension were

found between female-confirmed and female-disconfirmed conditions'

between female-confirmed and male-confirmed conditions, and between

male-confirmed and male-disconfirmed condilions. In the relationship

for which sex is the differentiating variable (female-confirmed versus

male-confirmed) it was found that females were more internal than males

in the confirmed-expectation condition. This finding is in conflict

with studies by l^leinberg et aI (1982) and Carron ( teez+; which f ound

that females tend to endorse external attributes (such as luck) more

than males. This finding may suggest that females assume more personal

responsibility for a confirmed outcome - win or loss - than do males.

The sex/expectation/outcome interactive effect in the controllability

dimension involves twenty-one significant relationshípsr ten of which

include sex as a differentiating variable. Of the four relationships

in which sex is the only differentiaLing variable (female-confirmed-win

versus male-conf irmed-win ; f emale-conf irmed-loss versus male-conf irmed-

loss ; female-disconfirmed-win versus male-disconfirmed-win; female-

disconfirmed-Ioss versus male-disconfirmed-loss) only tr^Io are signifi-

cant: female-confirmed-Ioss versus male-confirmed-loss in which the

males have higher controllability scores, and female-disconfirmed-Ioss

versus male-disconfirmed-loss in which the females scored higher for
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controllabilíty. It would appear that the sex variable is not the main

determinant of the controllabiLity dimension.

Expectations. fnis study found no significant difference between

males and females for the likelihood of predicting a win or loss for

upcoming competition. This does not agree with Gill et al (f984) who

found that males were more likely to predict a win. There are t\ro

possible explanations for the finding that males and females did nor

differ in the likelihood of predicting the outcome of a competition.

The first, suggested by Miller and Ross (1975), is that there may be

a tendency for people to expect success. That is, whether it is

realistic or unrealistic to do so, people usually expect to \^rin. A

second explanation, as described by Scanlon and Passer (1980), is the

effects of situational constraints on the making of responses. Scanlon

and Passer describe the occurrance of a situation in which the athlete

feels pressured by coaches, teammates, and so-called "social norms" to

make rrappropriateil attributions or statements which may, or may not,

coincide with the athlete's own beliefs. Thus, an athlete may predict

a win, not necessarily because the athlete honestLy feels that a win

will occur, but possibly because he/she feels that is what he/she is

supposed to do. This idea is related ro the concept of public versus

private statements. Brawley (f984) reported that public presentation

of attributions and statements may differ markedly from those made

prÍvately. The degree to r.rhich this is true may depend on the degree

to which the athlete will be heLd responsible for the accuracy of the

statements or attributions. This is especially true when the public
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statements are made to a significant other, for example, a coach,

parent, or ne\4rspaper reporter. In an anonymous questionnaire the

athlete is not hel'd individually accountable, and the extent to which

the resulting responses may be considered public or private is unclear.

The athlete may feel that, since someone else is going to examine the

responses, the responses are public. Or, the athlete may feel that,

because responses are anonymous and their identity will not be known,

they can write down what they honestly feel. Is is evident, then,

that much more research is needed on prediction of outcome for competi-

t ion.

The results of this study show a significant difference between

males and females in the way they selected a point spread interval.

In agreement with Sanguinette et al (1985), hieinberg et al (1983) and

Carron (f984), this study found that females were more conservative,

or lower, in their expectancies for success than were ma1es. A

possible explanation for this may be that, while women in sport are

gaining more and more acceptance, it is still not socially acceptable

f or women to be trtoo aggressivett, or rrtoo competitivett, or trtoo cockyt' -

in short, too masculine. It is still more acceptable for women to be

more conservative and modest in sport. Another possible expLanation

is suggested by Carron (I984) who. found that perception of personal

ability may also affect expectations for success. He found that females

tend to have a lower perception of personal ability and lower expectan-

cies for success than males. This may well be linked to the first

explanation t.hat females should be more conservative and modest about
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their involvement in

implicatÍons section

sport. This will be further examined in the

of this chapter.

I^lin/Loss Results

As expected, there \,¡as an outcome main ef f ect f or the locus of

causality dimension. In agreement with a number of studies, among

them Gill et al (1982), McAuley and Gross (i983), and McAuley er aL

(f983), it was found that winners vrere significantly more internal in

their causal attributions than were losers. This difference has

often been explained by the self-serving bias theory (Zuckerman, L9l9).

This theory indicates that whi Ie there is a tendency tor^rard self -

enhancement in makÍng attributions for success (1.e. assumÍng personal

responsibility for success), there may also be a tendency toward self-

protection in cases of failure ( i. e. avoiding personal responsibility

for failure) (Miller & Ross, L975). This phenomenon is often caIled

"saving face", and there are a multitude of variables, mosLly external

in nature, which athletes use to save face, from injuries, to environ-

mental factors, to Iack of preparation and poor coaching decisions.

The self-serving bias may be seen as producing the beneficial situation

where the athlete is not discouraged from trying again (since it is

not his t'fault'r the team lost). However, in reality, Ít produces a

negative situation in which the athlete is not encouraged to improve

in the areas which really were the caLlse of the failure (such as a

lack of effort). As Freedman (1964) suggested, people often resist

perceiving their own behavior as inadequate and rarely see themselves

as a primary cause of f.ailure, Thus, there may be a perpetuation of
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lhe condition of failure as the athlete makes external attributions

for failure, resigns himself/herself to the fact that the outcome of

failure was due to something outside of him/her, and does not work on

the things which must be improved to increase the possibility of future

success. Until the athlete assumes personal responsibility for the

outcome it is difficult to take steps to improve the opportunities for

success. i^Ihi le some studies suggest that, in sport setLings, self -
serving attributions may be overpowered by situationaLly-demanded

attributions (Scanlon & passer, l980; Mark et al, f9g4), the self_

serving bias was operating to some degree in this study.

There wâs an outcome main effect observed for the controllability

dÍmension, with winners being significantly more controllable than

losers. I,lhile research suggests that winners will be more controllable

in their attributions rhan losers (cirt er al, rgg2; McAuley & Gross,

1983), and some research suggests there will be no difference (Mark et

aI, 1984), none of the studies examined by the researcher found a

significant difference between winners and Iosers on the controlLability

dimension. An explanation for the findings of this study may be related

to the Locus of causality dimension. rt has already been found that

winners are more internal than losers. The question, asked by l.teiner

(1919) arises: "...can an external cause be perceived as controllable?"

(pg.7) rr the answer t.o thar question is .not really", which weiner

(and the researcher) tends to feel, then it follows that if winners

make more internal attributions they will also make more controllable

attributions than losers.
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There was also a sex/expectation/outcome ínteractive effect for

the controllability dimension which produced twenty-one signifícant

relationships, fourteen of which Ínvolve outcome as a differenti-

ating variable. 0f the four relationships which have oulcome as the

only differentiating variable (female-confirmed-win versus female-

conf irmed- los s ; fema le-di sconf irmed-win versus f ema le-di sconf Írmed-

loss ; male-conf i rmed-win versus male-conf irmed-1oss ; male-dlscon-

firmed-win versus male-disconfirmed-loss), alI but female-discon-

firmed-win versus female-disconfÍrmed-Ioss \^rere signifícant. In all

four relationships, the controllability scores Ìvere higher for the

win condition than for the loss condition. This supporrs the finding

that outcome has an effect on the controltability dimension.

It must be kept in mind exâctly what is meant by the success

or failure of the outcome in any study. Most studies use absolute,

objectíve outcomes to assess success and failure, while other studies

use perceived, subjective outcomes. Rejeski and Brawley (1983) suggested

the type of achievement outcome used - absolute, objectíve (win/Ioss)

versus reLative, subjective (percelved success or failure) - and

whether goals i^rere met, or not met - can have a great inf Iuence on

resulting attributional data. McAuley and Gross (1983) reported that

most studies assess attributions for absolute success or failure

(win/Ioss) and suggested that attributions may differ for perceived

success or failure. McAuley (1985) and Ramsburg (1978) suggested

that I^/hether the athletes feel they are successful or unsuccessful
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is more Ímportant than whether they win or lose. spink and Roberts

(1980) suggested that objecrive outcomes per se may not be Lhe besr

determinant for causal attributions, since winning or losing are not

necessarily synonymous with success and failure. This study used a

comblnation of absolute and perceived success and failure. Absolute

outcome was used to assign the subjects to a win or loss condition,

but this was tempered by having the athlete assess whether or not

his/her expectations were met ín the competition, thereby assigning

the expectation condition.

Expectation Results

There \^ras no expectation main effect found for the locus of

causality dimension, but there vras a sex/expectation interactive effect

ft was found that there \^ras a significant difference between the

female-confirmed and female-disconfirmed conditions, between the

female-confirmed and male-confirmed condÍtions, and between the male-

confirmed and male-disconfirmed conditions. The Lwo relationships in

which expectation is the differentiating variable (female-confirmed

versus fema le-disconf irmed and male-conf irmed versus male-disconf irmed)

suggest that' for each sex, expectations wiLI affect locus of causality

attributions. Chapman and Lawes (1984) found thar confirmed-success

subjects made internal attributions, while disconfirmed-failure

subjects made more external attributions. More specifically, Nesdale

(1983) reported that behavior thar confirms a person's expectations
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is attributed internally (to the actor) and behavior that disconfirms

a personts expectations 1s attributed externally (to the situation).

One would expect for the present study that, for each sex, the confirmed

condition would be more internal than the discomfirmed condition. This

is the case for the females, but for the males the disconfirmed condi-

tion is more internal than the confirmed condition. The inconsistency

of thís findíng is puzzling. There is neither a sex main effect nor

an expectation main effect for the locus of causality dimension, but

rather, there is a combination of sex and expectation conditions which

produces significant differences between groups. More study is

necessary to clarify the sex/expectation interactive effect for the

locus of causality dimension.

There \^/as an expectation main effect for the stability dimension,

and, as hypothesized, the confirmed condition was significantly hlgher

on the stabllity dimension than the disconfirmed condition. This

finding is in aggreement with many studies (Lau & Russell, l9B0; Valle,

L975; McMahon, 1973). An explanation for this finding is suggested by

the relationship between past performance and expectatÍons for future

performance. Expectations about an upcoming competition are made based

on performance in the past, lhat is, how well an athlete expects t.o do depends

largely on how well the athlete has done in the past (Weiner, 1919).

Athletes assemble and, over time, modify the factor, or set of faclors,

which it is felt have influenced the outcomes of performance. This is

true whether the athlete has been largely successful, or largely unsuccess-

ful, however, in either case it has been found that as a performance
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outcome is repeated over time, attr:ibutions become more and more.stable

(Allmer, l980; lnagi, L97l). An athlere r^rho has been predominantly

successful in the.past will tend to expect to succeed in the future,

whjle an athlete who has experienced predominantly failed outcomes will

have lower expectancies for success. Thus, when the athlete's expecta-

tions are confirmed, that is, when the athlete who expects to do well

is successfur, or the athlete who did not expect to do well is not

successful, the athlete is able to draw from the existing set of factors

and produce stable attributi^ons. If the performance does not confirm

the athletets expectations, the athlete must search out a ne\ù factor

or factors which influenced the performance, and the attributÍons will

be more unsrable (Pyszcznski & Greenberg, l9g1; Nesdale, l9g3; Hastie,

r984).

There vTas an expectation main effect for the controllability

dimension, with the confirmed-expectation condition having significantly

more controllable attributions than the disconfirmed-expectation

condition. l^lhile Forsyth and MacMillan (1981) found rhar the conrroll-

ability dimension had an effect on rhe changing of future levels of

expectancy, only one study was found on the effect of expectancy on

the controlLability dimension. rnagi (Lgll) suggested that there was

no relationship between expectancy and the controltability dimension.

However, the finding of this study that there ü7as a signifcant differ-

ence between confirmed and disconfirmed conditions appears ro be logical.

An athlete should feel that more control is exercised (either by self

or some other actor) in a performance that is expected, than is exer-
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cised in a performance that is unexpected, in that an aspect of the

controllability dimension is intentionality. This follows from the

idea that each opponent in the game has established some kind of

strategy according to their expectations about the game. If the game

meets their expectations the athletes are more likely to believe it

was because they executed their game strategy than if the game did

not meet their expectations. I^Ihen the competition and its outcome does

not meet expectations there may be a tendency to adopt the attitude

that "there r¡ras nothing to be done to change what happened" since the

execution of their game strategy did not produce the desired results.

There was also a sex/expectation/outcome interactive effect for the

controllability dimension resulting in twenty-one significant relation-

ships. Twelve of these relationships had expectation as a differentiating

variable, and of the f our in which expectation r^7as the only dif f eren-

tiating variable (female-confirmed-loss versus female-disconfirmed-loss;

f ema le-conf i rmed-win ve r sus f ema le-di s conf irmed-win ; ma Ie-conf i rme d-

loss versus male-di sconf irmed-loss ; male-conf irmed-win versus male-

disconfirmed-win) all but male-confirmed-win versus male-disconfj.rmed-

win were significant. There \^7as a conflicting pattern of expectation

effect, however. The confirmed-expectation conditíon r.ras significant ly

higher than the disconfirmed-expectation condition for the female-

confirmed-win versus female-disconfirmed-win relationship, and for the

ma le-conf irmed-los s versus ma Ie-di sconf irmed- loss re Iat ionship.

However, in the female-confirmed-Loss versus female-disconfirmed-loss

relationship the disconf irmed-expectation condition was significantly
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more controllable than the confirmed-expectation condition. This

suggests that, although expectation has an influence on the controll-

abitity dimension i", p"r the expectation main effect), the interactive

effect of, to some extent, the sex variable and, to a much larger

extent, the outcome variable, mediates the main effect of the expecta-

tion variable on the controllability dimension.

Traditional Elements Results

The four traditional elements of ability, effort, task difficulty

and luck have been classified along causal dimensions by a number of

researchers. Roberts and Pascuzzi (I917 ) classified ability as being

internal and stable, effort as internal and unstable, and luck and

task dífficulty as external and unstable. I{einer (L979) and Carron

(I984) also inctuded the dimension of conrrollability (which Carron

refered to as intentionality), and classified ability as being lnternal,

stable and uncontrollable, effort as internal, unstable and controllable,

task difficulty as external, stable and uncontrollable, and luck as

external, unstable and uncontrollable. The Iatter classification

system assists in examining the results of the traditional elements

portion of this study in relatíon to relevant literature.

Gender. Gill (1980) and Sheedy (f983) reported no difference

between the attributions made by males and females. Weinberg et al

(L982) and Carron (1984) found that females rated luck higher than

maIes, and GilI et a1 (f984) and Carron (1984) reported that females

rated effort higher than males. Carron (1984) also found that females
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maIes. The conflicting nature of the literarure makes it difficult

to anaLyze the results of this study as to agreement or disagreement

with other studies. 1n this study females were higher than males for

abilÍty attributions (carron (1984) found rhe opposÍte to be true), and

for task difficulry arrributions (which agrees with carron's (igg4)

conclusion). There was no significant difference for effort attributions
(whÍch agrees with GiIt (1980) and sheedy (I983), but disagrees wirh

GilI et al (1984) and carron (1984)). Males were higher rhan females

for luck arrriburions (I^Ieinberg er al (L992) and carron (19g4) found

the opposite to be true). More research is needed in the area of gender

effects on attributions in order to clarify what is currently a confusing

s ituat ion.

Win/Loss. Literature deal ing with the effects of outcome on the

making of causal attributions has reported that winners make internal

attributions, specifically ability and effort, more than losers, while

Iosers make external attributions, specifically luck and task difficulty,

more than winners (Frieze & I,Ieiner , Lg77; lso-Ahola, Lg77; spink , LgTg;

Lau & Russell, 1980; I^Ieinberg et al , l-g}2). The resulrs of this study

are in agreement with the reported literature for ability attributions

(winners higher than losers), for effort attributions (winners higher:

than losers) and for luck attributions (losers higher than winners).

However, for task diffículty attributions thÍs study found that winners

were higher than losers, which does not agree with the literature. A

possible explanatÍon for this finding is that task difficulty is ofren
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considered to be a stable attribution (\^/einer, r979; carron, l9g4), and

as such, winners may be expected to rate task difficulty attributions

higher than losers.(Gill er al, L982; McAuIey & Gross, 1983).

Expectations. ff performance is consistent with prior expectations,

the outcome is more Iikely to be attributed to stable factors, while if

performance is not consistent with expectations, unstable attributions

are made (VaIle, I975; Lau & RusseII, lgBO). When an ourcome is

consistent with prior expectations there is greater attribution to

internal factors, while a disconfirmed outcome leads to more external

factors (Nesdale, r983). According to In/einer's (L919) and carron,s

(1984) classification systems, ability is internal and stable, effort

is internal and unstable, task difficulty is external and stable, and

luck is external and unstable. The results of this study found rhat,

for the expectation variable, confirmed-expectation subjects r^rere higher

than disconfirmed subjects for ability attributions and effort artribu-

tíons, disconfÍrmed-expectation subjects r^rere higher than confirmed-

expectation subjects for luck attributions, and there rrras no difference

for task difficulty attributions. 1f the stability of each factor is

considered it would be expected that confirmed-expectation subjects

would be higher than disconfirmed-expectation subjects for ability and

task difficulty attributions, which are considered stable, and that

disconfirmed-expectat.ion subjects would be higher than confirmed-expecta-

tion subjects for effort and luck attribuLions, which are considered

unstable. If the locus of causality of each factor is consÍdered it

would be expected that confirmed-expectatíon subjects r^rould be higher

than disconfirmed-expectation subjects for ability and effort attributions
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which are considered internal, and that dÍsconfirmed-expectation subjects

would be higher than confirmed-expectation subjects for task difficulty

and luck attributions, which are considered to be external. WhiIe there

is agreement for the ability attributions (confirmed higher than discon-

firmed) and the luck attributions (disconfírmed higher rhan confirmed),

the effort and task difficulty attributions are not in agreement with

what the Iiterature wouLd predict. Each of the traditional elements has

three component propertÍes which are locus of causarity, stabitity and

controllabÍ1ity. Research suggests that, in different situations (such

as win vs loss), each of these propertÍes would predict that certain

attributions would be made, and that these properties do not always

coincide for each element (such as the internal, yet unstable, properties

of effort, and the external, yet stable, properties of task difficulty).

1t is the author's contention that this finding supports other studies

which recommend that causal dimensions, rather than causal elements, be

used in sport studies dealing !.rith attributÍon theory (Roberts & Pascuzzi,

L979; Gill et al, L982; Rejeski & Brawley, I9B3).

Implications

The results of this study have several implicati-ons for the

practical application of attribution theory and how it is affected by

expectations.

One of the most Ímportant implications lies in the area of

attribution retraining. Attribution 'retraining, as the name implies,

involves changing the attributions made following outcomes of success

or failure. The review of the literature presented in the preceding

chapters has indicated that the attributions for a past outcome whlch
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Iead to a high expectancy for future success are different if that

outcome is successful than if the outcome is unsuccessful. Forsyth

and MacMiIlan (1981) reported that if an oufcome \Àras successful and

attributed to internal and controllable factors, then future expecta-

tions r'rere very high, but if the outcome rnTas attributed to external

and uncontrollable factors expectations for future success were much

lower. If the performance outcome was failure, and if the attributions

made were to external and uncontrollable factors, expectations for

future success were very low, but if attributj-ons were made to internal

and controllabLe factors expectations for future success were much

higher. Carron (1984) and Lau (1984) also stated thar internal arrribu-

tions for outcome - particularily for success - increase the expectations

for future success, and may predict better than expected performance in

subsequent games. Fol lowing success, stable attributions lead to

higher expectancies for future success than do unstable attributions,

while for failed outcomes rhe reverse is true (vaIle, rgl5; orpen, l98o;

rnagi, r97l). The importance of high expectations for success is

evident in that indj,viduals who approach tasks \^/ith higher expectancy

of success are likely to perform better than those with lower expectancy

(Dalton et al, L977; Zajonc & Buckman, I968, Carron, 1984). Thus, ro

encourage hÍgher expectancies for success, it is beneficial to

emphasize internal, stable and controllable attributions foLlowing

successful outcomes, and internal, unstable and controllable attribu-

tions following failed outcomes.

rn the sport setting, attribution retraining is a tool the coach

can use to improve the team's attributions, increase the teamrs

expectations for success and, ultimately, improve the team's perform-
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ance. This is particularily useful in situations where an athlete or

team is not performing wellr- and experiencing more failure outcomes than

successful outcomes. The coach can emphasíze an effort orientatÍon

(internal, unstabLe and controllable) which has been found to produce

high levels of intensity and persistance on the part of the athletes

in both practice and competition, and also leads to a belief that

future success is possible (Dweck, Lgl5; Andrews & Debus, I9lB; Grove

& Pargman, L9B4; Carron, t9B4). The effort orientation for attributions

following a faílure outcome emphasizes the temporary nature of faiLure,

and the need to assume responsibility for, and control of, improving

performance, and is in contrast to the ability orientatÍon (internal,

stable and controllable) that is emphasized following success. By

emphasízíng an effort orientation following failure, a coach can help

the athletes focus on working hard in practice to improve skills, fit-

ness and/or game strategy. An improvement in these areas should Iead

to an improvement in performance.

There is an important offshoot of attribution retraining. While

the stability dimension is ideatly different following success (stable)

and failure (unstable), the locus of causality dimension should ideally

always be inLernal, and the controllability should ideally always be

controllable. For this study, wÍnners \^rere more stable than losers

in their attributions which is as it should be to encourage high

expectancy for future success. However, both the locus of causality

dimension and the controllabiLity dimension \,rere atro rtf".ted by the

outcome of the game. Inlinners \¡rere more internaL and more controllable

than losers. It can be seen from this lhat there is defi.nicely a need

for attrÍbution retraining for the losing athletes to produce a shift
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from external and uncontrollable attributions, to more internal and

conlrollable attributions to encourage higher expectancy for future success.

The results of this srudy also show that, in addition to being

affected by the outcome of the game, the controllabÍlity dimension was

also significantly affected by the expectations of the athletes prior

to the game. Those athletes whose expectations were confirmed were

more controllable in their attributions than those athletes whose

expectations were not confirmed. This suggests that there may be a

need for coaches to define goals in terms other than winning or Ioslng.

Realistically, an athlete or team is not always going to be able to

honestly expect to win - the incidence of perfect, undefeated seasons

is very rare. ff a coach emphasizes winning as the only successful

goal, there will be many times when the expectation .we \u,ill win" wilL

not be confjrmed, and feelings of success will not be reaLized. For a

team that is not highly rankedr or, for whatever reason, does not win

very often, the team members may become frustrated and, as failure

persists, give progressiveLy more external and uncontrollable attribu-

tions. The athLetes feel helpless to do anything to improve the situa-

tion, and expectations for future success will be very 1ow. Absolute

success or failure is, and should be, different from perceived

success or failure. Coaches must be aware of this, and set goals which

allow athletes to expect some success apart from an absolute win. l/hen

it is not realistic to expect to vrin, other goals may be set which are

challenging, but which the team cån expect to accomplish, for example,

to shoot seventy percent from the free throw llne. rn this manner, the

likLihood of having prior expectations confirmed is increased, as is

the Iiklihood of feeLing successful.
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1t must be remembered, however, that "expectatÍons alone will not

produce desired performance if the component capabÍlities are lacking."

(Bandura, L971, pg.. 192) I^lhiIe athLetes should be encouraged to have

the highest expectations for success that are possible, expecting to

win will not produce a victory or good performance Íf such things as

skills, fitness, preparation or game strategy have not been developed

to a sufficienL level to achieve those expectations. This ilLustrates

the need for realistjc goals for success.

This does not mean to imply that athletes should not be encouraged

to strive to win; very often winning is a reaListic and attainable

goal and athletes should be encouraged to reach beyond their current

level of athletic acheíveÍnent and accomplishment. However, winning

or losing should not be the measuring stick by which athletes measure

their accomplishments in sport. Athletes must have concrete goals that

are within their own control, and wíthin their reach, in order to

measure success or faÍIure (Brooks, 19Bl).

The controllability dimension also exhibited a sex/expectation/

outcome interactive effect. It 1s Ínteresting to note that, although

there was both an expectation main effect and an outcome main effect for

the controLLability dimension, when the interactive effect is examined

it becomes apparent that outcome has a more influential effect on the

controllability of attributions than do expectations. \.lhile there is

no Iogical pattern of controllability scores according to the sex

variable (from lowest to highest: female, maLe, female, male, femaLe,

male, male, female), nor according to the expectation variable (from
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lowest to highest: confirmed, disconfirmed, disconfirmed, confirmed,

disconfirmed, disconfirmed, confirmed, confirmed), controllability

scores arranged according to the outcome variable show a very definite

and logical pattern (from lowest to highest; Ioss, loss, loss, loss,

win, win, win, win) . The outcome of the game r^¡as most important in

determining the controllabíIíty attributions of the athletes, often

overpowering, and sometimes enhancing, the effect of expecLations on

controllability scores. For confirmed-win and disconfirmed-Ioss

conditions there vtas an enhancing effect of the two variables, but for

confirmed-loss and disconfirmed-win conditions, the outcome of the game

overpo\^iered the expectations. This is an additional reason for

emphasízíng success in lerms other than an absolute win. If athletes

recognize success even j.f they Iose, they may make controllability

attributions which are associated wíth winning (controllable), rather

than controLlability attributions which are associated with Iosing

(uncontrollable), thereby encouraging a higher expectancy for future

succe s s .

Overall, the causal dimension scores in this study were internal

(mean=15.25), srable (mean=L4.oB) and conrrollable (mean=11.45). How-

ever, the stability score was just above the neutral value of 13.50,

while the locus of causality score and the controllabilility score

\^7ere also not high on their respective dimension scales. The overall

results of this study agree with other research which has found that

attributions are generally internal and controllable, but disagree

with the finding that altributions are generally unsrable (Ciff er al,
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1982; McAuley & Gross, I9B3).

Another impLication of the results of this study stems from the

finding that femal'es have lower expectations for success than do maIes.

This is important for coaches who work with female athletes to keep in

mind when preparing their athretes for comperition. carron (19g4)

talks about rhe necessíty of helping femare arhletes develop an

increased expectancy for future success by emphas ízíng appropriate

attributions, particularily increased confidence in personal ability
for success, and an increased emphasis on effort attributions for
failure. Carron feels that the emphasis on appropriate attributions
for women is important, not only to increase expectancy for future

success' but to enable the female athlete to develop to her potential.

Another area of concern arises from the use of the Causal Dimension

Scale as a measurement tool. The particuLar measurement tool used by

a researcher in a study can have an effect on the results obtained in
the study. Rejeski and Brawley (I983) lisred insrrumenr and merhods

variance as a methodological problem in research; different Lools for

measuring responses can produce different data in otherwise similar
studies. Mark et aI (1984) suggested that some of the findings reporred

in research literature may be a function of the measurement technique

used, rather than fÍndings which reflect the true nature of the data.

McAuley and Gross (1983), Russell (I9g2), and Gill er aI (Lgg2)

found the causal Dimension scale to be a reliable measure of how

individuals perceive attribuLions in terms of causal dÍmensions. How-

ever' there b/as one possible IimÍtíng aspect of the scale which arose
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from this study. The Causal

between posirive and negative

as having the most. influence

confirmed outcomes thls Iack

Dimension Scale does not differentiate

factors whlch the athletes have recorded

on the outcome of the competition. For

of differentiation should not affect the

results one would expect to obtain. In the case of a team win, the

factors which are listed are usually positive, and the athLetes may

exhibit a tendency towards higher internal, stable and controllable

attributions in relation to losers. In the case of a team loss, the

factors given are usually of a negative nature, either an undesirable

factor, or the lack of a desirable factor. The losÍng athletes then

may record lower scores on the attríbution dimensions than winning

athletes. I^lhiIe this again points out the desirability of re-structuring

goals to produce a higher incidence of success, these results would

be expected, and make sense as well. A desirable factor is one the

athlete would Iike to see continue (stabLe) and one over which he

would Iike to feeL he has personal control (internal and controllable).

In the instance of the negative factor of the losing athlete, the

factor is one the athlete would like to think is temporary (unstable),

or one which vras an aspect of the situation and not under his control

(external and uncontrollable). Mark et aI ( I9B4) found that attributions

which are lower in stability and controlLability may help to "focus on

the changeable, behavioral characteristics which, if modified, may

facilitate positive expectations for future performance. " (pg. I93 )

However, lhe failure to recognize that some athletes recor:d

desirable factors, while other athletes on the same team record
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undes j rable f actors f or rhe same contest, al-so f a j ls to acknor.rledge the

differences which may occur in rhe daûa as a result. For example, for

a disconfirmed-win'situation, some of Ihe members of the team may give

positive factors which they feel conrribured to doing weIl, while other

members may give negative factors which rhey feel contributed to not

playing to potential in spite of a win. In a disconfirmed-loss situa-

tion, some athletes may record negative factors which they feel contrib-

uted to their inability ro win the game, while other team members mây

give positive factors which they feel conrributed lo playing well in

spite of the loss. The exCent to which the difference in factors may

affect the overall data is not clear, but it is apparent that this

problem is most IikeIy to occur in disconfi rmed situations. Future

sIudies should examine the factors listed by rhe ath]etes and code

them as to their positiveness and negativeness, and treat the data as

two separtate groups to assess what differences, if any, exist.

There is one final implication of this study which relates to the

attributional factors which are gÍven in sport settings. Weiner et al

(L91I ) identified four elements of attribution (ability, effort, task

difficulty and luck). However, several studies done in sport settings

have suggested that the four traditional elements of attribution are

too lÍmiting for sport situations (Roberts & Pascuzzi-, L979; Yamamoto,

1983; Carron, 1984; Gill et al, 1982; Rejeski & Brawley, 1983). This

study found twenty-two attributional factors given by the athletes

involved. The implication of this finding is that using only a traditÍona

approach to attributionaL factors may not give a true and complete pic-
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tur.e of the way athletes make causal attributions. The tvrenty-two

factors which rdere present in thi-s study did include the four elements

of ability, effortr. task difficulty and luck, but also included things

such as officiating, home court advantage, fans, teamwork, coaching,

bench strength, preparation, concentration, discipline, positive

attitude, deslre, physical advantage/disadvantage, patience/execution,

temporary ability, composure/controI, determination, and specific

ski1ls and specific players. Thus, the value of using the Causal

Dimension Scale to measure attributions in sport is apparent when one

examines the variety and number of factors to which athletes attribute

sport performance.



CHAPTER 5

Summary and Conclusions

This study \¡/as undertaken with three purposes in mind: To examine

any differences between males and females in making causal attributions,

to examine whether athletes' expectations about a competition affect

their causaL attributions following the competition in confirmed or

disconfirmed conditions of success or failure, and to examine any

differences in the expectations of males and females with regard to

predÍcting a win or loss, and predicting poinr differential for an

upcoming game.

A number of hypotheses \^/ere formed and tested in thÍs study to

obtain information about these three areas of concern. Of the eleven

hypotheses which wer:e tested, seven were confirmed, and are as follows:

There v¡as a significant difference between winners and losers for the

Locus of causality dimension (winners more internal than Iosers). There

\,vas no significant difference betvreen the confirmed-expectation and

disconfirmed-expectation conditions for the Locus of causality dimension

There \^ras no significant difference between males and femaLes for the

Iocus of causallty dimension. There $/as a significant difference

between confÍrmed-expectation and disconfirmed-expectation condj-tions

for the stability dimension (confirmed more stabLe than disconfirmed).

There was no significant difference betüreen males and females for the

stability dimension. There Tras no significant difference between males
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and females for the controllability dimension. There vras a significant

difference between males and females for point differential expectations

(maIes had higher.expectations than females).

There were four hypotheses which rnTere not supported in this study,

and are as follows: There wiII be a significant difference between winners

and losers for the stability dimension (no significant difference r../as

observed). There will be no significant difference between winners and

losers for the controllability dimension (winners were more controllable

than losers). There will be no signi-ficant difference between confirmed-

expectation and disconfirmed-expectations for the controllabílity

dimension (confirmed were more controllable than disconfirmed). There

will be a signinficant difference bet\,veen males and females for win/loss

expectations (no signif icant dif f erence \^/as observed).

The results of the study vTarrant the followíng conclusions:

1. There ís no difference between males and females in making

causal attributions following competition.

2. Expectations about an upcoming competition affect the causal

attributions made following the competition. The outcome of the game

was most influentlal in determining locus of causality scores, but

expectation, along with the sex variable, produced an interactÍve effect.

For the stability dimension, the expectation variable was the only

variable to significantly affect the scores, with the confirmed-expecca-

tÍon condition more stable than the disconfirmed-expectation conditÍon.

The controllability dimension, which was hypothesized as having the

Ieast amount of variability, had the greatest number of observed
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significant differences. The outcome of the game and prior expectations

both produced significant differences, with winners more controllable

than losers, and the confirmed-expectation condition more controllable

than the disconfirmed-expectation condition, however' outcome is the

more influential of the two variables in affecting controllability scores.

3. There is no difference between males and females in predicting

a win or Ioss for upcoming competition. There was, however, â significant

difference bet\^/een males and females for predicting the point differen-

tial for an upcoming game, with females having lower expectancies than

maIes.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made with regard to future

research in the area of causaL attributions and expectations:

l. Future studies should utÍlize larger samples. Also, an

examination of different sports and different age groups is encouraged.

2. Future studies should utilize various data collection patterns.

Eg. a. - coLlect data for one team for several competitions

against the same opponent.

b. - collect data over the season for a team against a

variety of opponents.

c. - collect data from a number of teams against a

common oPPonent.

3. For all studies, the post-game questionnaire 
.should 

include

a question asking each athlete to indjcate what he/she would expect the
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outcome of the next game agai.nst the same opponent to be. This would

be helpful in examining what effect causal attributions have on the

changing of future expectancies for success.

4. Future research shor¡ld test for differences between various

groups. Eg. 
". - players of dlfferent achievement levels. Withln

a team setting, one may find athletes who are low-achievers

and athletes who are high-achievers. Some studies have found

no difference in attributions for different achievement levels

(Spink, l9l8), while orher studies have found a difference

in attributions made by high- and Iow-achieving athletes

(Carron, L984; Auvergne, 1983; Lefebvre, I9l9b; Grove & Pargman

r9B4).

b. - players of

sports are thought to

the pitcher in basebal

goa I t ende,r in hockey ,

r9B0).

different positions. Some positions Ín

be more pivotal than others, such as

l, the quarterback in football, the

and the setter in volleyball (Leonard,

c. - players of different skills levels. Many studies

have found no difference between attributions of skilled and

less-skilled players (Iso-Ahola, L977; Splnk , I97B; Mark et al,

l9B4), while FeIson (I9BI) did find differences in attributions

between competent and Iess-competent pLayers. Research Ín this

area shouLd also include starters versus non-starters, and

veterans versus rookies

d. - players who play and players who do not play.
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Studies have indicated that there are differences in attribu-

tions between actors (those who played) and observers (those

who did not play/coaches). Rejeski, Rae and McCook (I9BI) and

Smith (I984) found thar actors favored situational explanations,

while observers found dispositional explanations for behavior,

but Bukowski and Moore (f980) did not find this to be true.

5. Future research should test for differences bet\,reen athletes

in team sports and athletes in individual sports. For example, team

cohesion may affect causal attributions (Bird, Foster & Maruyama, l980) ,

especially the extenr to which responsibility for performance is assigned

ro self or ream (GiLl, tgBO; GilI er a1, L982; Bird & Brame, 1978). For

individual sports there is less (and in many casesr zero) opportunity

ro diffuse the responsibility of performance to other people. Research

needs to determine if there are differences between team sport athletes

and individual sport athletes for expectations and attributions.
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The Causal Dimension Scale
(adapted from RusselI, i982)

I . I s the c¡use sffißh i nt chåc:

Rellects ån ¡sPec( Reflects an aspect of

ofyoursell 9 I I ó 5 ¿' I 2 l' cl¡csi(uåcion

.2. Is <he c¿usc:

Controlteble by you unconcrollable by you

orothcrpeople 9 I 7 ó 5 ¿ I 2 I orochcrpeople

l. Is the c¿use smchfng thât fs:

Pernånen(98765t')ZlTemPorarY
L. ls the c¿usc somcchinS:

tnccnded by you Unincended bY You

orotherpeople 9 8 ? ó , t' J 2 I orocherpeople

5. Is the cause soûeching th¿c ¡s:

Oucslde of you I 2 J L 5 6 7 I 9 lnsfdc of you

ó. ls the c¡use smching th¡( fs:

V¡rieble over ciæ I ? J L 5 ó 7 I 9 Sr¡ble over cimc

1. Is thc c¿use:

Somcthingàbout you 9 I 7 ó 5 4 I 2 I SoõeChíngabout othcrs

6. ls thc càusc smethang (h¿t fs:

Ch:ngerble I 2 I ¿ 5 ó 7 I 9 Unchrnglng

e. ls thc c¡usc somcthin¡1 lor shfch:

No oñe is Sonconc is resPonsiblc
rcspontible I 2 I ( 5 ó 7 I I
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fnstructions to Athletes

-resultê of the stud.y are confidential and you vill- remain anon¡rmous.

the study requires honest and realistic responses. Donrt put dovn vhat
you think your coach vould vant you to put dovn, or vhat you think f vant
you to put dovn, or vhat your tearûmates are putting dovn. I am on}y
interested in vhat you think.

please make sure you put your uniform number in the space marked Identilying
Sy.rnboI.

Pre-game questionnaire: - #t - indicace whar you rhink will be rhe
ourcome of rhe game (win or loss).

- #2 - indicare what you think wiII be che
poinr differential ie. win or lose by how

many poincs?
- put questionnaire in Che envelope, seal ir

and return ir to the researcher.

Post-game questionnaire: - frI - did the garne turn out the vay you thought it
r¡ould, or vas there something that vas not as you
expec ted ?

- flZ - vhat do you consider to be the nost important
reason vhy your team (r¡on/Iost) tn" game. This
can be any factor at all-. Eg. talent, effort,
p¡eparation, coaching, refereeing, fans, etc.

- fl3 - Please read the instructions given r¿ith the
scale before doing the questíons. The scal-e refers
to the factor you gave in question 12. AJ-though
it may be easier to circle all the I's, or all the
Its, or all- tne 9rs, or vhatever pattern seems fast,
please read each question in the scale and think
about each response. This is the nost impoitant
part of the study.

- f\ - indicate if you are a starter - if no, please
indicate if you played at al-I during the game.

- page 2 - pJ-ease indicate hov irnportant you feeL
the four factors listed r¡ere in the outcome of the
ga&e. Aì-so, circle which of the tuo factois you
are refering to in each question. Eg. - for the
first one, if you thought your tea-mrs higher Ìevel-
of skil-l was important, circle skilL and give your
nu¡aerical response.

vhen you have conpl-eted the questionnaire (uottr pa6es, and have filled in your
uniform nr:mber) pì-ace the questionnaire in the envelooed you have been given
and seal the envelope. Then place the envelope in the larger manilìa envelope
vith your team name on it.

thank you for your time and your participation.
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What do you think wilL be

Win

Identifying Symbol

the outcome of the game?

Loss

) What do you think will be the point differential?

1-5 points
6-10 points

1 1-1 5 poÍnr s
L6-2O poinrs
20 + poinrs
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Idencitying Syrnbol

Posc-Came Quesr ionna i re

l. Did che gamc mcet your expeccacions?

Yes

No

Explain

2. l,lhaI one factor do you feel con¿ribured mosc co the ouLcome oI che gamc?

3. Think abouc che faccor you have writcen above. The icems below concern
your impressions or opinions of chis cause of your ouccome. Circle one
number Ior each of che following scales.

I . I s !hc causc smechÍ ng t.hat:

Reflects ån aspect Rcfleccs an aspecc of
o[ yourself 9 I 7 ó 5 I 3 2 l' ll¡c sir,uacion

.2. ls che cause:

Concrol lable by you Unconcrol lablc by you
orothcrpeople 9 I 7 ó 5 4 f 2 I orothcrpeople

3. ls che cause somcching that ls:

Permanen(98765t,J2lTemporary
1.. ls chc cause someÈhing:

lntcnded by you Uníncended by you
orocherpeople 9 I ? ó 5 t, 3 2 I ororherpeople

5. Is ¿he cause somcthing thac is:

Outsldc of you I 7. J A t 6 7 I 9 lnsldc of you

ó. Is the câuse somechfnB thac ls!
VariableovcrLimc I 2 3 ¿ 5 6 7 I 9 Srebleovcrcimc

7 . Is the cause:

Something about you I I 7, ó 5 ¿. J 2 I Somerhing ebouc orhcrs
8. Is thc causc something, thåt fs:

Changeable I 2 3 t, 5 6 7 I 9 Unchan¡¡lng
g. ls thc ciusc somc(hing for shlch:

No one is Somconc I s rcsponsiblc
respoosíble I 2 3 ¿ 5 ó 7 I I

4. Arc you a srårter? yes

If no, dÍd you play? ycs
No

No

(Please complete next page as wel I )



ao

ldcnc i ly i ng Symbo t

chc fol lowing faccors playcd a roleTo ç¡haC extenf
in the ouccome

do.you chink
of rhe game?

5

5

5

5

3

'ì

23

23

2.

3.

4.

Skitt /Lack of skill

Ef forc /Lack of cËf orc

Easy opponenc/Becter
opponent

Good Luck/Bad luck

Noc
ac all

1

I

¡

I

Ve ry
muc h
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Group Mean Scores
Locus of Causality Dimension

Sex
F

M

Expec t
C

D

Outcome
L
l^J

Sex Expect
FC
FD
MC
MD

Sex OuLcome
FL
FW
ML
MW

Expect 0utcome

N Inr /Exr
65 1 5.3692308
68 75.1323529

Int /Ext
r5.7313433
14.7 57 57 58

Int /Ext
1 4. 049 1 803
16.2638889

Int /Ext
16.8421053
r4 .2t 5862r
13.2962963
15 .t 692308

Int/Ext
14.45r6129
16.8333333
13.6333333
1,5.6944444

lnr/Exr
1 3 . 8888889
15.9361702
14.116219!
1 6. 8800000

N

67
66

N

6t
t1

C

D

D

L
i^J

L
I^J

N

38
29

39

N

31
36
30
36

N

18
41
43
¿)

Sex Expect
FC
FC
FD
FD
MC
MC
MD
MD

Outcome
L
w

L
I.l

L
l,J

L
l^l

Int /Exr
1 6 . 6000000
r6.92857 14
13 .42851 14
1 6 . 5000000
1 0. 5000000
r4.4136842
14.7127273
I 7 .058823 5

N

10
28
21
I
B

19
22
1l
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Group Mean Scores
StabÍIity Dimension

Sex
F

M

Expe c t

D

Outcome
L
I^J

Sex Expect
FC
FD
MC
MD

Sex Outcome
FL
FW
ML
I't I,J

Expect Outcome

Srab le
13 .4626866
r4.6969697

N

61
66

N Stable
65 75.4301692
68 t2.7794118

N Stable
61, t2.4426230
72 15.4583333

Sex Expect
FC
FC
FD
FD
MC
MC
MD
MD

0ut come
L
tJ

L
i^l

L
I^t

L

Stable
r5.o5263r6
11.3793i03
75.9629630
1,3.8205r28

Stab le
1 1 .0000000
1 s . s833333
13.9333333
15.3333333

Stab Ie
1 2 .3888889
16 .5957 441
12.4651163
13.3200000

Srable
10.7000000
t6 .607 t429
t1 . r4285t t
1 2 .0000000
1 4. 5000000
1 6 .57 8947 4
13.7272721
13.9411165

C

C

D

D

L
t^l

L

N

Jö

29
21
39

N

3i
36
,)^

36

N

18
47
43
25

N

10
28
2T
I
I

19
22
I1
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Group Mean Scores
Control lability Dimens ion

Sex
F

M

Expec t
C

D

Outcome
L
I^J

Sex Expect
FC
FD
MC
MD

Sex Outcome
FL
F I^l

ML
M i^l

Expect Outcome

C

D

D

L
I,J

L
i^l

Sex Expect Outcome
FCL
FCW
FDL
FDW
MCL
MC\^J
MDL
MDI,J

N Cont ro I
67 i 7.8208955
66 r7.o157576

N

65
68

N

6t
1a

N

Jal

29
)1
39

N

31
36
30
36

N

18
41
43
25

Conrrol
19 .5846r54
15.4171647

Cont ro I
13.31r4154
20. 9583333

Cont ro I
19.342ro53
r5 .821 s862
19.9259259
t5 .1025641

Control
t3 .7 41.9355
21.3333333
12.8666667
20. s833333

Contro I
1 2 . 8888889
22 .1489362
1.3 . 48837 2r
18.7200000

N

i0
28
2I

B

8

19
)2
17

Control
1 0 . 9000000
22 .361 r 429
1 5.0952381
1 7.7500000
15.3750000
21.8421053
r1.9545455
19 . rt 64t 06
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Group Mean Scores

Ability Variable

SEX
F
M

EXPECT
C

D

OUTCOME

L
i^I

SEX EXPECT
FC
FD
MC
MD

SEX OUTCOME
FL
F I^I

ML
M I^l

EXPECT OUTCOME
C

C

D

D

L
W

L
I^/

3.83582090
3.13636364

N

65 3.9016923r
68 3.08823529

N

67 2.87967213
72 4.05555556

N

38 4.00000000
29 3.62068966
27 3.11717718
39 2.69230769

N

31 3.32258065
36 4.21777778
30 2.30000000
36 3.83333333

N

18 3.16666667
¿+l 4.19148936
43 2.67 447860
25 3.80000000

N

10 3.10000000
28 4.32142857
21 3.42857143
8 4.12500000
8 3.25000000

19 4.00000000
22 1,.9545454s
77 3.64105882

N

67
66

SEX EXPECT OUTCOME
FCL
FCI^T
FDL
FDI^I
MCL
MCW
MDL
MDI^I
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Group Mean Scores

Effort Variable

SEX
F
M

EXPECT
C

D

OUTCOME

L
I^I

SEX EXPECT
fU
FD
MC
MD

SEX OUTCOME

FL
F I^I

ML
M I^I

EXPECT OUTCOME

N

67 3.76119403
66 3 . 3181 818 2

N

65
68

N

6t
l2

3.93846754
3.t61,16417

2.18688525
4.18055556

3.91368421
3 .4821 5862
3.88888889
2.92301 692

3.12903226
4. 30555556
2 .43333333
4.05555556

2.17777778
4.38291 87 2
2.79069761
3 .80000000

2.70000000
4 .42857 143
3 .33333333
3.87500000
2.87500000
4.3757 8947
2 .27 27 2t 27
3.76470588

N

38
29
27
39

C

D

D

L
i^I

L
ï^I

N

31
36
30
36

N

1B

47
La+J

25

SEX EXPECT OUTCOME
FCL
FCi^J
FDL
FDI,I
MCL
MCW
MDL
MDI^T

N

10
2B

2t
()

I
19
22
I7
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Group Mean Scores

Task Difficulty Variable

SEX
F
M

EXPECT
C

D

OUTCOME

L
I^l

SEX EXPECT
FC
FD
MC
MD

SEX OUTCOME
FL
F I^i

ML
M I4I

N

61
66

3.441761"19
2.98484848

3.36923011
3.07352947

N

65
68

N

67 2.95087967
7 2 3 .44444441+

N

38
29
2l
39

N

37 3 .451,61290
36 3.44444444
30 2.43333333
36 3.44444444

3.44736842
3 .44827 586
3.25925926
2.79487179

3.22222222
3 .42553191
2 .837 20930
3 .48000000

3.60000000
3 .392857 14
3 .38095238
3.62500000
2 . 7 5000000
3.41368421
2.31818182
3 .411,7 6¿+17

EXPECT

D

D

SEX EXPECT
FC
FC
FD
FD
MC
MC
MD
MD

OUTCOME

L
I^l

L
l^l

OUTCOME

L
w
L
i^7

L
't^l

L
I^I

N

18
4l
43
25

N

TO

28
21.

8
I

T9
22
7l
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Group Mean Scores

Luck Variable

SEX
F

F
F
.r

M

M

M

M

SEX
F
M

EXPECT
IU

D

OUTCOME

L
I^i

SEX EXPECT
FC
FD
MC
MD

SEX OUTCOME

FL
F I^I

ML
M I^I

EXPECT OUTCOME
CL
C Ì^/

DL
D I^l

EXPECT OUTCOME

D

D

C

D

D

L
I^I

L
I^l

L
}I
L
üI

N

61 2.37313433
66 3.04545455

N

65 2.36923077
68 3.O2941176

N

61 3.o6s57311
72 2.40271718

N

3B 2.21052632
29 2.28620690
27 2.592s9259
39 3.35897436

N

31 2.58064576
36 2.79444444
30 3.56666667
36 2.61711111

N

1B 2 .88888889
47 2.r1021211
43 3.139s3488
25 2.84000000

N

10 2.20000000
28 2.21428571
27 2.76190476
8 2.12500000
I 3.75000000

79 2.1.0526316
22 3.50000000
7t 3.17647059


